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What To Do About our Dying Culture?

The family has to take on the task of rebuilding society, for no other institution is prepared to. Yet how
can the smallest, weakest and least powerful institution rebuild what major institutions cannot?
By finding “birds of a feather”, by grouping together, by sharing wisdom and human resources, and by
gradually bringing into the flock more and more of the “disenfranchised”. Each family needs to do thi
at the most local of levels – among friends and trusted neighbors —for the sake of their own children
But in doing so they can spread the word and their know-how. Every parent with half a heart wants
his child to become a happy adult, and when you cut through all the discourse everything boils down
to two goals: developing in the child the capacity for hard work and the capacity to attract a good
spouse. Lots of work goes into this but what has to be achieved is pretty simple and straightforward.
Continue Reading Here...

A Dying Culture
Death does not lie, and dead teenagers tell us a lot about ourselves. We are a dying culture. 2007
saw the beginning of the rise in suicide among very young people. [1]

It rose even more among mid to late teens. [2]

And continued to rise for those in their early twenties. [3]

Rates are highest among men, and across ethnic groups, among American Indians and Native
Alaskans (Blacks have the lowest), with whites coming in second highest ---- as the following two
charts illustrate, the first for females, the second for males. [4]

Suicide reaches its highest rate among whites aged 50 to 55 in “deaths of despair (alcohol, drugs and
suicide). [5]

For these 50-55 year olds, the big culprit in my book, lies not in the lack of employment (often cited a
the major cause), but in the divorce revolution (and separation among cohabiters) that their parents
visited on them. [6, 7, 8] Still today, this is the major culprit still today for the younger Americans in the
charts above. There are many studies that point that way. Common sense and reflection add to it.
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